1. The reason why I choose this model because I am a huge hunter where I love to shoot guns so I thought it would be only appropriate to make one. I wanted to pick a historic gun so I thought one from the civil war would be really cool to do. One I first saw this confederate revolver I knew this was the one I wanted to do.

2. I used a decently amount of solid works tools. I used extrude cut, extrude up, the spline tool, circle tool, line tool, tangent arc tool, fillet, and these are all of the things I used to help me make this gun. I first started out by making the hole gun without the barrel. After I extruded it up I then started to make different details to make it look like a gun. Then I added in the barrel, made the trigger, made the chamber, made the hammer, and added all of those in. I next added different colors where it looked like in the picture so it would look exactly alike. Little details and cuts and extrusions up the gun finally after some time came together.

3. The hardest part of this model was to try to make it animated. The animation was not able to happen because it was too difficult. For everything else I thought the hardest part was making the outline shape of the gun to be able to extrude it up to make it look real.

4. I haven’t learned anything specifically, but I learned a lot about of how to use the different features that are offered in solid works to make something look really good of how you want it to be. I have learned so much and I thought doing solid works every Friday was a fun and interesting thing to do.